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Abstract

The light scattering properties of aerosols are affected by their chemical composition, size distribution and ambient relative humidity (RH) thus making them highly variable in both the spatial and temporal domains, which induces large uncertainty in their radiative effects on climate. Long-term aerosol measurements are key for developing a better understanding of their radiative properties. In the pristine marine environment, sea-spray aerosols are the precursors for cloud formation, which then act as a reflecting layer for incoming solar radiation. This increases the overall albedo of the marine environment, thus inducing a cooling effect on the climate which otherwise is towards warming because of the darker ocean surface. The main factors which influence the production mechanisms and radiative properties of sea-spray aerosols are wind-speed, relative humidity and ocean near-surface layer chemical composition which in turn show seasonal behaviour. Hence it is vital to study the radiative properties of sea-spray aerosols with reference to these influencing parameters in order to reduce uncertainties in the estimation of the Earth’s radiation budget and to obtain more reliable climate predictions.

In the present work, the scattering properties of sea-spray aerosols with reference to above mentioned variables were investigated for clean marine air masses arriving at the Mace Head Atmospheric Research Station on the western periphery of Europe. Ten years (2001-2010) of aerosol light scattering data showed a clear seasonal trend in the aerosol light scattering coefficient ($\sigma_{scat}$) and the Angström exponent ($\tilde{A}$). $\sigma_{scat}$ values were maximum (35.3 Mm$^{-1}$) in the month of January and minimum (13.7 Mm$^{-1}$) in the month of July. A high positive correlation coefficient of 0.82 was also found for the summer season between percentage occurrence of lower $\sigma_{scat}$ values (5-15 Mm$^{-1}$) and the percentage occurrence of relatively large $\tilde{A}$ values (>1.2). A high positive correlation coefficient of 0.88 was found between wind-speed and $\sigma_{scat}$. These
findings clearly indicate that high $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$ values in the winter season are due to the contribution of wind driven sea-spray aerosols in the marine boundary layer. Subsequent studies found that $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$ and the aerosol light backscattering coefficient ($\sigma_{\text{bscat}}$) are dependent on the square of wind-speed $\sim U^2$. It was also found that $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$ for the low biological activity (LBA) period was approximately twice that found for the high biological activity (HBA) period. This difference was attributed to the combined effect of size distribution and refractive index whereas refractive index on its own accounted for 70% of the observed differences.

A relative humidity ($RH$) scanning Nephelometer (Humidograph) instrument was built to study the effect of $RH$ on aerosol light scattering properties. It was found that the aerosol light scattering enhancement ($f(RH)$) values for the clean marine air masses was 2.22 at 85% $RH$ which is higher than the $f(RH)$ value 1.77 for polluted air masses. Also, the effect of $RH$ on backscatter fraction and single scattering albedo was to reduce the former by 20% and to increase the latter by 1-5% at 85% $RH$ as compared to dry conditions. By combining the information about aerosol chemical composition and hygroscopic growth factor ($HGF$), a new $HGF$ parameterization for sea-spray aerosols was established. Using the $HGF$ parameterization along with aerosol density and refractive index as inputs to a Mie radiative code, a dual hygroscopicity state, flipping from high-hygroscopicity and high $f(RH)$ to low-hygroscopicity and low $f(RH)$, of aerosol was found as the organic matter mixing volume percentage exceeded $\sim 50\%$. The effect of organic enrichment on the top of atmosphere (TOA) direct radiative forcing ($\Delta F$) was to reduce the cooling contribution of sea-spray aerosol by $\sim 4.5$ times as compared to pure sea-salt spray.

The work presented in this thesis has quantified the effects of relative humidity, wind-speed, and aerosol chemical composition on its radiative properties, thus helping to address some key questions pertaining to marine aerosols.
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This thesis consists of an introduction of the subject, overview of peer-reviewed published research articles followed by full research articles and conclusions drawn from the present work.


The term aerosol refers to a dispersion of solid and/or liquid particles suspended in air. This definition applies generally to include haze, smog, fog, smoke, and dust. Smoke, smog and dust consists of particulate matter, haze and fog consists of solid material in solution or suspension in water droplets. Atmospheric aerosols have diverse natural and anthropogenic origins and their production mechanisms involve a vast array of physical and chemical processes [Prospero, 1983]. Examples of natural origin aerosols are: mineral dust aerosol that is emitted by the effects of wind erosion on arid land [Dentener et al., 2006], sea-spray particles produced via bubble bursting processes [Blanchard and Woodcock, 1957], and ash particles ejected during volcanic eruptions [Robock, 2000]. Examples of anthropogenic aerosols are black carbon and sulphate from industrial sources and combustion of fossil fuels [Penner et al., 1998], and aerosols from biomass burning [Andreae and Merlet, 2001]. Based on their production mechanism, aerosols are classified as primary in origin (emitted directly at source) or secondary in origin (formed from gaseous precursors by various gas and aqueous phase oxidation processes). Examples of primary aerosols include: sea-salt particles emitted at the ocean surface, mineral dust aerosol emitted by the effects of wind erosion on arid land, and ash particles from industrial activities. Examples of secondary aerosols are sulphate aerosol that is formed from sulphur emissions from fossil fuel burning and aerosol formation from dimethyl sulphide (DMS) emissions by marine phytoplankton.

Quantification of global emissions of natural and anthropogenic aerosols is obtained using general circulation climate models (GCM) in conjunction with emissions inventories. Natural aerosols are by far the largest in terms of global emission with emissions of the order of few thousands of Teragram (Tg) per year as compared to anthropogenic aerosols with emission estimates of a few hundred Tg y\(^{-1}\). Two predominant natural sources of aerosols in terms of global emission
estimates are sea-spray, with global emission estimates of 6297 Tg y\(^{-1}\) [Vignati et al., 2010], and dust aerosols, with global emission estimates of 1776 Tg y\(^{-1}\) [Dentener et al., 2006]. This is followed by secondary organic aerosols (~ 19 Tg y\(^{-1}\) [Dentener et al., 2006]), volcanic aerosols (12 Tg y\(^{-1}\) [Dentener et al., 2006]), and DMS (18.46 Tg y\(^{-1}\) [Kettle et al., 1999]). Dominant anthropogenic aerosols are sulphate from industry (~ 69 Tg y\(^{-1}\) [Cofala et al., 2007]) and black carbon from fossil fuel burning (4.5 Tg C y\(^{-1}\) [Andreae and Rosenfeld, 2008]).

Aerosol size ranges from a few nanometres to hundreds of micrometers (\(\mu m\)). The size distribution is thus classified in different size modes, which are based on their formation, transformation and removal processes. Two main categories are: coarse mode (particle diameter \(D > 2.5 \mu m\)) and fine mode (\(D < 2.5 \mu m\)) [Whitby, 1978], which are classified based on their production and removal mechanisms. Fine mode is further classified into nucleation mode (\(D < 10 \text{ nm}\)), Aitken mode (10 nm < \(D < 100 \text{ nm}\)) and accumulation mode (0.1 \(\mu m < D < 2.5 \mu m\)). Nucleation and Aitken mode particles are formed by condensation of gases or are directly emitted at source. Accumulation mode particles are formed by coagulation and condensational growth of smaller particles. Coarse mode particles are formed by mechanical processes and are primary in origin as opposed to fine mode particles which in general are secondary in origin.

In the subsequent sections, climatic effects of aerosols are discussed followed by the importance of natural aerosols and specifically marine aerosols. Further to this, factors influencing the optical properties of atmospheric aerosols are elaborated upon. This is followed by a set of questions pertaining to marine aerosols. Addressing these questions forms the main basis of the thesis.
1.1. Climatic effects of aerosols

Aerosols play an important role in the dynamic atmospheric system. Anthropogenic aerosols influence visibility by forming haze layers. Figure 1.1a shows the famous Petronas Towers (the tallest twin buildings ever built), in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The valley and the mountains in the background are sharp and clearly visible in contrast to Figure 1.1b where visibility is reduced due to haze layers.

![Figure 1.1. Effect of haze layers in visibility reduction: view of Petronas towers and the valley during a) a clear sunny day and b) during a haze episode. (Figure source: http://www.flickr.com/photos/khozem. Last checked on 15/02/2011)](image)

Aerosols tend to affect the radiative balance of the climate system and affect the hydrological cycle [Ramanathan et al., 2001; Rosenfeld et al., 2008; Satheesh and Ramanathan, 2000] through the direct effect (scattering and absorbing of the incoming solar radiation) [Ramanathan et al., 2001; Schwartz, 1996] and the indirect effect (acting as cloud condensation nuclei and hence changing the cloud cover, their albedo and life time) [Lohmann and Feichter, 2005]. Both effects have a net cooling effect on climate as opposed to a warming
effect exerted by greenhouse gases [Charlson et al., 1992]. Radiative properties
of aerosols are affected by their chemical composition, size distribution and
ambient relative humidity (RH), thus making them highly variable both spatially
and temporally. This induces large uncertainty in the estimation of the Earth’s
radiation budget. The radiative effects of aerosols can be quantified in terms of
radiative forcing (ΔF). ΔF is defined by the IPCC [2007] as ‘the change in net
(down minus up) irradiance (solar plus longwave; in Wm\(^{-2}\)) at the tropopause
after allowing for stratospheric temperatures to readjust to radiative equilibrium,
but with surface and tropospheric temperatures and state held fixed at the
unperturbed values’. ΔF and mean equilibrium surface temperature are linearly
related [Ramaswamy et al., 2001; Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006] which means that a
negative ΔF indicates a global mean surface cooling and vice versa.

Figure 1.2, reprinted from the 4\(^{th}\) Assessment Report on Climate Change
(AR4) [IPCC, 2007] by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),
shows the magnitude of ΔF (values for the year 2005 relative to start of the
industrialization ~ 1750) by different atmospheric components. ΔF for the
greenhouse gases is positive with a high level of scientific understanding, given
the long lifetime of greenhouse gases and their well understood production and
removal processes. On the other hand, aerosols exert a cooling effect (negative
ΔF) through their direct and indirect effects. Uncertainties associated with
aerosol forcing are large because of the high temporal and spatial variability in
aerosol physicochemical properties.
Introduction

Figure 1.2. Radiative forcing due to anthropogenic and natural components and associated uncertainties, spatial scale and level of scientific understanding. Red colour indicates a positive forcing (warming effect) and blue colour a negative forcing (cooling effect). Forcing values are for the year 2005 relative to start of the industrialization (~ 1750). Reprinted from AR4 of IPCC, 2007.

### 1.1.1. Aerosol direct effect

Aerosols scatter and absorb incoming solar radiation thus increasing the albedo of the surface beneath. This leads to a net cooling effect on the surface and is a direct effect as it is an immediate effect exerted by aerosols on the climate. Aerosol chemical composition (which influences refractive index), aerosol size distribution and number concentration directly influence the magnitude of the direct aerosol radiative forcing. Water uptake by aerosol particles changes their chemical composition and size and hence their radiative properties [Covert et al., 1972; Tang, 1996]. Hence radiative forcing strongly depends on the ambient RH. Haywood and Shine [1995] proposed the formulation (Eq. 1.1) for the quantification of Top of Atmosphere (TOA) aerosol radiative forcing ($\Delta F$) for an optically thin partially absorbing aerosol layer:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RF Terms</th>
<th>RF values (W m$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>Spatial scale</th>
<th>LOSU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long-lived greenhouse gases</td>
<td>1.86 [1.49 to 1.83]</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozone</td>
<td>0.48 [0.43 to 0.53]</td>
<td>Continental to global</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stratospheric water vapour from CH$_4$</td>
<td>0.16 [0.14 to 0.19]</td>
<td>Continental to global</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface albedo</td>
<td>0.34 [0.31 to 0.37]</td>
<td>Continental to global</td>
<td>Med</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Aerosol</td>
<td>0.05 [0.02 to 0.12]</td>
<td>Continental to global</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud albedo effect</td>
<td>0.01 [0.003 to 0.03]</td>
<td>Continental to global</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar irradiance</td>
<td>0.12 [0.06 to 0.30]</td>
<td>Continental to global</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total net anthropogenic</td>
<td>1.86 [0.6 to 2.4]</td>
<td>Continental to global</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[ \Delta F = -D S_0 T_{at}^2 (1 - A_c) \omega_0 \beta \delta \left[ (1 - R_s)^2 - \left( \frac{2R_s}{\beta} \right) \left( \frac{1}{\omega_0} - 1 \right) \right] \]

Eq. 1.1

where \( D \) is the fraction day length, \( S_0 \) is the solar constant, \( T_{at} \) is the atmospheric transmission, \( A_c \) is the fractional cloud cover, \( \omega_0 \) is the RH dependent single scattering albedo, \( \beta \) is the RH dependent up-scatter fraction, \( \delta \) is the RH dependent aerosol optical thickness, and \( R_s \) is the surface reflectance. \( \beta \) can be parameterized from the backscatter fraction \((b)\) using the formulation of Wiscombe and Grams [1976].

The factors \( D, S_0, T_{at}, A_c \) and \( R_s \) can be treated as constant values. While \( D, S_0, T_{at} \) and \( A_c \) will only increase or decrease the magnitude of \( \Delta F \), \( R_s \) has the potential to reverse the sign of \( \Delta F \) from positive to negative or vice versa and hence its accuracy is vital. \( R_s \) depends on the geographical location and the solar zenith angle and can have values between 0.03 and 1.0 [Hummel and Reck, 1979; Robock, 1980]. Water bodies have the largest span of \( R_s \) (0.03 – 1.0) depending upon solar zenith angle. For the North Atlantic summer, a value of \( R_s = 0.06 \), with the Sun at the zenith, is a good approximation [Payne, 1972].

The global average \( \Delta F \) for aerosols is negative (i.e. net cooling effect) but individual aerosol species can have positive or negative \( \Delta F \) values. For example, \( \Delta F \) for biomass burning is +0.03 W m\(^{-2}\) and for fossil fuel black carbon it is +0.2 W m\(^{-2}\) whereas for sulphate, organic carbon and nitrate it is -0.4, -0.05 and -0.1 W m\(^{-2}\) respectively [IPCC, 2007]. \( \Delta F \) changes sign from positive to negative (or vice versa) depending upon the critical value of the single scattering albedo \((\omega_{crit})\) (Eq. 1.2). For \( \omega_0 > \omega_{crit} \) there is a net cooling effect. The underlying surface along with aerosol chemical composition and size plays a crucial role in defining the sign of radiative forcing (negative or positive). Absorbing aerosols over a bright surface will result in a positive \( \Delta F \) (warming effect) while more scattering aerosols over a dark surface will have a negative \( \Delta F \) (cooling effect).
Haywood and Shine [1995] have detailed the values of $\omega_{\text{crit}}$ as a function of $R_s$ at different $\beta$ values.

$$\omega_{\text{crit}} = \frac{2R_s}{2R_s + \beta(1 - R_s)^2}$$

Eq. 1.2

1.1.2. Aerosol indirect effect

Aerosol particles act as seeds or so-called nuclei for the condensation of water and at critical super-saturation are activated as cloud droplets. Cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) is a term used for aerosol particles with a potential to become activated as cloud droplets if favourable conditions prevail. If there are no CCNs present, there will be no cloud formation. Clouds reflect the incoming solar radiation back to space and absorb the outgoing longwave radiation. Hence aerosols influence the radiative balance of the Earth system indirectly by changing cloud properties e.g. cloud lifetime and cloud albedo.

The first and most important indirect effect of aerosols is in increasing the albedo of the clouds. This is due to increased number concentration of CCN particles which reduce the net water content of the cloud droplets hence increasing the scattering associated with smaller droplets, leading to an increase in albedo [Twomey, 1977]. This effect is called the Twomey effect or cloud albedo effect. An excellent illustrative example of this effect is shown in Figure 1.3 (reprinted from Johnson et al., 1996) which shows the ship tracks more reflective than the background cloud. These tracks are formed from the activation of ship stack aerosol emissions. Higher reflectivity of the tracks is due to an increase in cloud droplet number concentration leading to smaller sized droplets.
The second indirect effect of aerosols influences the lifetime of clouds [Albrecht, 1989] and is also called the cloud lifetime effect or Albrecht effect. More numerous CCN will lead to smaller and more cloud droplets resulting in brighter clouds but also will reduce precipitation efficiency. The reduction in precipitation will increase the lifetime of clouds and, at times, their horizontal and vertical extent. This will further increase the cloud albedo and contributes to a cooling effect in addition to the Twomey effect.

There is also a semi-direct effect which results from carbonaceous aerosols in the cloud layer absorbing the incoming solar radiation thus heating the layer and reducing surface water vapour evaporation. This effect inhibits the cloud formation process.

A comprehensive review of indirect effect of aerosols is given by Lohmann and Feichter [2005].
1.2. Natural aerosols

Sea-spray, soil dust, volcanic ash and secondary aerosols from DMS account for the largest body of natural aerosols in the atmosphere. Natural aerosol emission budget estimates are approximately two orders of magnitude higher than the emission budget estimates of anthropogenic aerosols. There are far fewer studies of natural aerosols and their radiative impact on the climate as compared to anthropogenic aerosols, despite the importance of the former. Anthropogenic aerosols and greenhouse gases concentration is continuously increasing due to human activities (biomass / fossil fuel burning) thus increasing the global mean temperature. This may increase the global natural aerosol production in two ways: i) by increasing the arid land area due to a decrease in precipitation, and thus increasing the production of soil dust [Woodward et al., 2005], and ii) by increasing the production of sea-spray aerosols due to higher wind-speeds accompanying warmer climate [Latham and Smith, 1990].

A major fraction of natural aerosols (sea-salt) is an efficient scatterer and is highly hygroscopic. Natural aerosol scattering particles partially offset the warming due to absorbing aerosols, both natural and anthropogenic, and due to greenhouse gases. Enhanced concentration of natural hygroscopic aerosols due to increasing global temperatures will lead to enhanced CCN number concentration, thus increasing the cloud albedo and further cooling the climate. Direct radiative impact of natural aerosols is generally small (with the exception of marine aerosols under conditions of moderately high to high wind speed conditions) compared to anthropogenic aerosols, but their indirect effect (and associated uncertainties) is much larger. Hence it is necessary to enhance our understanding of natural aerosols, their production mechanisms, and their radiative effects in a warming atmosphere.
1.2.1. Why study Marine aerosols?

The marine aerosol emission budget greatly surpasses any other source of natural or anthropogenic aerosol emission budget. This is due to the fact that approximately 70% of the Earth’s surface is covered by the ocean. Given the fact that the ocean surface is dark (albedo \( \sim 0.06 \) [Payne, 1972]) and marine aerosols readily act as efficient CCN [O'Dowd and Smith, 1993; O'Dowd et al., 1999a; Ovadnevaite et al., 2011], cloud layers formed by, or modified by marine aerosols are likely to have a significant impact on the global radiative budget.

In the clean marine atmosphere two distinct aerosol types are present: i) primary produced sea-spray aerosol due to mechanical disruption of the ocean surface by wind, and ii) secondary aerosols: non-sea-salt (nss) sulphate and organics formed by gas-to-particle conversion processes. Sea-spray aerosol is one of the most significant natural aerosol components with global emissions of the order of 6297 Tg y\(^{-1}\) [Vignati et al., 2010]. A recent review by de Leeuw et al., [2011] points out large differences across a wider range of budget estimates of sea-spray. nss sulphate have emissions in the range 15 – 33 Tg S y\(^{-1}\) [Kettle and Andreae, 2000] and primary organics \( \sim 17.2 \) Tg y\(^{-1}\) [Vignati et al., 2010].

Organic matter may contribute significantly, depending upon the ocean productivity, to the sub-\( \mu \)m sea-spray mass fraction [O'Dowd et al., 2004]. Despite the fact that the primary organic matter associated with sea-spray is almost exclusively water insoluble [Facchini et al., 2008], Ovadnevaite et al. [2011] found that water insoluble organic enriched sea-spray have almost a 100% activation efficiency even at a low supersaturation of 0.2%. Sea salt nuclei are preferred over sulphate nuclei for activation in marine clouds [O'Dowd et al., 1999b]. Sea-spray is a dominant scatterer in the marine environment [Kleefeld et al., 2002] and its mass flux is directly dependent on wind-speed through a power law [Ovadnevaite et al., 2012]. Indeed, a high correlation coefficient of 0.97 was found between aerosol optical depth (\( AOD \)) and wind-speed [Mulcahy et al., 2008] with \( AOD \) values of 0.3-0.4 at moderately high wind speed. AOD was also found to be dependent upon wind-speed through a power law. These findings points to a significant role for sea-spray in the direct radiative effect.
1.2.2. The Mace Head Atmospheric Research Station

The Mace Head Atmospheric Research Station (53° 19'N, 9° 54' W) is a World Meteorological Organization (WMO) – Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW) site strategically positioned on the west coast (near Carna, Co. Galway) of Ireland. The site is located 88km west from the nearest urban agglomeration of Galway City. Its unique location on the north-eastern edge of the Atlantic Ocean enables it to receive air masses of different origin and hence different aerosol type [Jennings et al., 1991; 1997]. In approximately 50% of cases throughout the year, air masses arriving at the site are from the designated clean marine sector of 190°-300° [Jennings et al., 2003]. Table 1.1 summarizes the frequency of occurrence of black carbon (BC) mass concentration in clean (190°-300°), continental (45°-135°) and modified (300°-0° - 45° & 135°-190°) wind sectors based on ten years (2001-2010) of meteorological and BC datasets. Figure 1.4 is the visual representation of Table 1.1.

Table 1.1. Percentage occurrence of BC mass concentration in clean marine, continental and modified wind sectors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BC concentration (ng m⁻³)</th>
<th>Wind sector</th>
<th>190°- 300°</th>
<th>45° - 135°</th>
<th>300°- 0° - 45° &amp; 135°-190°</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percentage occurrence (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>40.11</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>17.76</td>
<td>59.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC &lt;= 50</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>13.85</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>22.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC &gt;= 150</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.16</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>7.34</td>
<td>17.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 &lt; BC &lt; 150</td>
<td></td>
<td>49.31</td>
<td>19.90</td>
<td>30.79</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Maritime aerosols having air mass history of 4-6 days over the North Atlantic Ocean are likely to be dominated by \((\text{NH}_4)_2\text{SO}_4\) and \(\text{NaCl}\), for particle radius <0.2 \(\mu\)m and >0.2 \(\mu\)m, respectively [Jennings and O’Dowd, 1990]. Also, the aged maritime air masses have high number concentration of coarse mode particles [Jennings et al., 1991] indicating the dominance of sea-salt in the marine environment. Both \((\text{NH}_4)_2\text{SO}_4\) and \(\text{NaCl}\) are known to be highly hygroscopic [Covert et al., 1972; Tang, 1976]. O’Dowd et al. [2004] reported high concentrations of organic matter in the sub-\(\mu\)m range during the spring to autumn season in ambient aerosols when air masses arriving at the research station were from the clean marine sector. The winter season is characterized by low biological activity (LBA) period in the North Atlantic Ocean in contrast to high biological activity (HBA) during the spring to autumn season, as shown in Figure 1.5A & 1.5B, respectively. O’Dowd et al., [2004] concluded that during the LBA period, organic matter contributes 15% to the sub-\(\mu\)m aerosol mass, in
contrast to 63% during the HBA period, as shown in Figure 1.5C and 1.5D, respectively.

**Figure 1.5.** Left panel: SeaWiFS-derived seasonal average (5-year) sea-surface chlorophyll concentrations in winter (A) and spring (B), illustrating low biological activity in North Atlantic waters during winter and high biological activity in spring (courtesy of SeaWiFS Project, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center and ORBIMAGE). Right panel: Average size-segregated chemical compositions and absolute mass concentrations for North Atlantic marine aerosols sampled with a Berner Impactor, for LBA (C) and HBA (D) periods. The concentrations of water soluble organic matter, water insoluble organic matter and black carbon are reported as mass of organic matter. Reprinted from O’Dowd et al., [2004].

Yoon et al. [2007] reported similar seasonal variations in the mass concentration of sea-salt, non-sea-salt (nss) sulphate, water soluble organic carbon (WSOC) and total carbon (TC). WSOC has a distinct seasonal pattern with mass concentration reaching 0.2 $\mu g \text{ C m}^{-3}$ during the HBA period and 0.05 $\mu g \text{ C m}^{-3}$ during the LBA period. While sea-salt mass concentration showed maxima in the winter season and minima in the summer season, nss sulphate mass concentration in the fine mode exhibited an opposite trend. Sea-salt aerosol production is directly linked with wind speed generated sea-spray [Ovadnevaite et al., 2012] which is higher during the winter season in the North Atlantic Ocean. Super-\(\mu\)m particles contribute more to the aerosol light scattering
coefficient as compared to sub-μm particles over the North Atlantic Ocean [Kleefeld et al., 2002] and this contribution is directly related to wind-speed ($U$) generated sea-salt particles. Direct evidence of this can be seen from the aerosol light scattering coefficient ($\sigma_{\text{scat}}$) values which exhibit a maximum ($21 \text{ Mm}^{-1}$) in the winter season as compared to the summer season [Yoon et al., 2007]. Mulcahy et al. [2008] reported that for clean marine air-masses over the North Atlantic Ocean, a high correlation of 0.97 between aerosol optical depth ($AOD$) and $U^2$ exists, thus confirming the contribution of sea-spray generated aerosols to enhanced $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$ values during the winter season. A summary of the principal findings of research on aerosols carried out at the Mace Head Atmospheric Research Station during the last fifty years is presented by O'Connor et al. [2008].

1.3. Factors influencing the optical properties of marine aerosols

Long-term measurements of aerosol radiative properties are key for developing a better understanding of their climatic implications. Sea-spray aerosols act as efficient CCN [O’Dowd et al., 1999b] and hence play a major role in defining the cloud cover and its properties in the pristine marine environment. Bright clouds over dark ocean surface have a cooling effect on the climate as they reflect significant portion of incoming solar radiation back to space which otherwise will be absorbed by the ocean. Production of sea-spray aerosols is driven by wind-speed [O’Dowd and Smith, 1993]. Sea-spray aerosol radiative properties are influenced by $RH$ [Tang et al., 1997] and ocean near-surface layer chemical composition which show a seasonal behaviour [O’Dowd et al., 2004; Yoon et al., 2007]. Hence it is important to examine the effects of wind-speed, $RH$ and ocean near-surface chemical composition on the radiative properties of sea-spray aerosols in order to reduce uncertainties in the estimation of the Earth’s radiation budget and to have more reliable climate predictions.
1.3.1. Wind speed

The sea-spray aerosol production mechanism is driven by wind-speed. Air entrained in the near surface layer of the ocean water, due to wind stress, rises quickly in the form of air bubbles and burst as they reach the surface water. The bursting of air bubbles causes production of film and jet drops [Blanchard, 1963; Blanchard and Woodcock, 1957]. The production of film and jet drops occur at wind speeds higher than 3 - 4 m s\(^{-1}\). These bubble films when burst, due to pressure difference across the surface, form hundreds of sea-water drops which rapidly equilibrate to ambient RH, leaving behind sea-salt film droplets in the size range 0.1 – 1 μm [Woodcock, 1972; Woolf et al., 1987]. The cavity, which remains after the film bursts, thus collapses due to instabilities leading to the formation of an upward movement of a water jet which fragments into a few jet-droplets with size range 1 – 10 μm [Blanchard, 1963]. At wind speeds in excess of 10 m s\(^{-1}\), the tearing of wave crests results in the injection of spume droplets, typically in the size range 10 – 100 μm [Jin, 1993; Wang and Street, 1978]. The flux of sea-spray thus produced follows a power law dependency on wind speed [O'Dowd et al., 1997].

In recent years, comprehensive reviews of sea-spray production have been reported [de Leeuw et al., 2011; Lewis and Schwartz, 2004; O'Dowd and de Leeuw, 2007].

As sea-spray aerosol production increases with increasing wind speed, it contributes more to sub-μm and super-μm scattering [Kleefeld et al., 2002; Quinn et al., 1996]. This observation is supported by the finding of Mulcahy et al. [2008], where a square dependency on wind speed and columnar AOD has been reported. This influences incoming solar radiation by altering the cloud properties [O'Dowd and Smith, 1993; O'Dowd et al., 1999a] and hence the radiative balance of the atmosphere [Murphy et al., 1998].
1.3.2. Chemical composition and relative humidity

Changes in chemical composition of aerosol particles influences their complex refractive index and hence their light scattering properties. In other words, in order to study the chemical composition effect on aerosol light scattering one should study the effects of aerosol complex refractive index variations on light scattering by aerosols. Jennings et al., [1978] have performed sensitivity analysis using Mie scattering theory [Bohren and Huffman, 1983] to determine the effect of variations in complex refractive index on volume extinction for a wide range of log-normal particle size distributions. Horvath [1993] presented a comprehensive review of absorbing aerosols (ie. aerosols with imaginary index of refraction).

RH is a key meteorological parameter which has a direct bearing on aerosol radiative properties [Ramaswamy et al., 2001; Rood et al., 1989]. The hygroscopicity of an aerosol particle is related to its chemical composition [Covert et al., 1972] and mixing state (internal or external). WMO/GAW recommends measuring $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$ at RH < 40% [Baltensperger, 2003] in order to enable comparison of results from different measuring stations. Further, it also gives emphasis to the measurement of $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$ at ambient RH along with RH < 40% for stations that encounter a variety of aerosol types. Figure 1.6 illustrates the response of a hygroscopic aerosol particle as the RH increases from 40 % to > 75 %. As the size of the particle increases, due to water uptake at high RH, the surface area increases, hence increasing its scattering efficiency [Tang, 1996].

![Figure 1.6. Increase in aerosol surface area due to increasing water uptake at higher relative humidity.](image-url)
Figure 1.7 [Rood et al., 1987a] illustrates the relative diameter change of different chemical compounds to change in RH. A hygroscopic compound with no deliquescent properties (Figure 1.7A) responds monotonously to changes in RH while hygroscopic compounds with deliquescent properties respond differently to increasing and decreasing RH (Figure 1.7B). A mixture of chemical compounds with different deliquescent points responds in a complex way to changes in RH (Figure 1.7C).

![Figure 1.7](image)

**Figure 1.7.** Aerosol particle size response as a function of RH for (A) a hygroscopic compound with no deliquescent properties, (B) a pure hygroscopic compound with deliquescent properties, and (C) a mixture of hygroscopic compounds with deliquescent properties. Reprinted from Rood et al., [1987a].

The scattering enhancement factor ($f(RH,\lambda)$) describes the effect of RH on aerosol light scattering properties. $f(RH,\lambda)$ is an intensive optical property and is defined as the ratio of light scattering at high RH to that at low RH (Eq. 1.3).
\[ f(RH, \lambda) = \frac{\sigma_{\text{scat}}(RH)}{\sigma_{\text{scat}}(RH < 40\%)} \]

Eq. 1.3

\( f(RH, \lambda) \) can be calculated by measuring \( \sigma_{\text{scat}} \) at high \( RH \) and at low \( RH \). This is achieved by operating two nephelometers [Ahlquist and Charlson, 1967] in series or in parallel, one measuring under dry (< 40 % \( RH \)) conditions and the other at high \( RH \), generally more than 75 %. Because of the heat generated by the 75 watt lamp, the Nephelometer restricts the measurement of \( \sigma_{\text{scat}} \) to be performed at low \( RH \) only [Anderson et al., 1996]. In order to overcome this problem, control and scan of \( RH \) upstream of the Nephelometer is essential and has been carried out previously. A compilation of major efforts towards realization of a scanning \( RH \) Nephelometer system (Humidograph) is presented in Table 1.2.

**Table 1.2. Summary of work carried out by researchers towards realization of a humidification system.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Covert et al., 1972]</td>
<td>A chamber to mix water vapour and sample air (humidifier) upstream of the Nephelometer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Rood et al., 1985]</td>
<td>Same as Covert et al., 1972, with additional heating and cooling assembly in between a humidifier and the Nephelometer to study the hysteresis behaviour of the aerosol particles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Rood et al., 1987a; b]</td>
<td>Humidity and temperature controlled Nephelometer to study the effect of ( RH ) and temperature on hygroscopic properties of aerosol and to quantify the ( NH_4^+/SO_4^{2-} ) molar ratio and sulfate mass concentration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Carrico, 1995]</td>
<td>Development and automation of a controlled ( RH ) scanning aerosol system (Humidograph) using a Gore-Tex tube, for measuring aerosol ( \sigma_{\text{scat}} ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ten Brink et al., 2000]</td>
<td>A high flow humidograph system to test the hysteresis of water uptake of sub-micron aerosol particles.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A humidograph system using a Perma Pure drying tube was constructed. By comparing the field data obtained from three rural National parks in the US and from filter samples, it was found that soluble inorganic material were much more hygroscopic than organic carbon and soil.

Humidograph system along with measurement of particle hygroscopic growth and number concentration to enable comparison of measured and modeled $f(RH)$.

$RH$ dependent measurement of $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$ using a Humidograph and studying the hysteresis effect. Comparison with results based on Mie theory using additional inputs (size distribution and number concentration).

Zieger [2011] has calculated the $f(RH, 550\text{nm})$, using Mie scattering model, for aerosols listed in the optical properties of aerosols and clouds (OPAC) database [Hess et al., 1998] as shown in Figure 1.8. The highest $f(RH)$ values are for aerosols pertaining to maritime and Arctic air masses as they are dominated by hygroscopic salt and sulphate compounds. The lowest $f(RH)$ values are for desert dust aerosols.

Figure 1.8. Scattering enhancement factors calculated for different model aerosol types. The OPAC database [Hess et al., 1998] used here is given at eight discrete relative humidities. Reprinted from Zieger [2011].
A summary of aerosol light scattering enhancement factor $f(RH)$ for different air mass types found worldwide during various field campaigns is given in Table 1.3.

Table 1.3. Reported studies on hygroscopicity of aerosols using a Humidograph system for different air-masses and locations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Air mass type</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>$f(RH)$</th>
<th>RH (%)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urban:</td>
<td>Seattle, Washington</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>[Covert et al., 1972]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Altadena, California</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denver, Colorado</td>
<td>~1.40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban:</td>
<td>Seattle, Washington</td>
<td>~1.35</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>[Rood et al., 1985]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban:</td>
<td>Riverside, California</td>
<td>~1.76</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>[Rood et al., 1987a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass burning: (Brazil)</td>
<td>Cuiaba</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>[Kotchenruther and Hobbs, 1998]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Porto Velho</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maraba</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polluted</td>
<td>Marine</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>[McInnes et al., 1998]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sable Island, Canada</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western airflow (more anthropogenic)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.30±0.24</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>[Kotchenruther et al., 1999]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern airflow (less anthropogenic): Mid-Atlantic coast, US</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.81±0.37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural:</td>
<td>Grand Canyon</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>87.6</td>
<td>[Day and Malm, 2001]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Big Bend</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropogenic:</td>
<td>North Indian Ocean</td>
<td>1.58±0.21</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>[Sheridan et al., 2002]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(INDOEX)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass burning: Yangtze Delta, China</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.70-2.00</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>[Xu et al., 2002]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine</td>
<td>Polluted</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>82.0</td>
<td>[Carrico et al., 2003]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polluted</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Volcanic</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dust</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ACE-Asia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Average AOD</td>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass burning (dry):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambient air in Mozambique,</td>
<td>1.59±0.04</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>[Magi and Hobbs, 2003]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoke plumes Botswana &amp; Zambia</td>
<td>1.44±0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dust</td>
<td>2.00±0.27</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>[Kim et al., 2006]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollution (China)</td>
<td>2.75±0.38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollution (Korea)</td>
<td>1.91±0.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass East Asia (ACE-Asia)</td>
<td>1.60±0.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>2.04±0.28</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>[Liu et al., 2008]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>2.29±0.28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine: PRD campaign,</td>
<td>2.68±0.29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine: Zeppelin, Spitsbergen</td>
<td>3.24±0.63</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>[Zieger et al., 2010]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polar: Zeppelin, Spitsbergen</td>
<td>3.24±0.63</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free Troposphere: Jungfraujoch,</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>[Fierz-Schmidhauser et al., 2010b]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine boundary layer: Clean marine</td>
<td>2.22±0.17</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>[Fierz-Schmidhauser et al., 2010c]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified marine</td>
<td>1.77±0.31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mace Head, Ireland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As mentioned in section 1.1, the uncertainties associated with aerosol forcing are large because of the high temporal and spatial variability in aerosol physicochemical properties. Long-term measurements of key aerosol properties at worldwide locations are effective in reducing the uncertainties associated with aerosol direct and indirect effects. For the North-Atlantic marine environment long-term measurements of aerosol scattering properties have not been reported previously and are therefore required to fill the knowledge-gap and to develop a better understanding of optical and physicochemical properties of aerosols. The dependency of aerosol light scattering properties on wind-speed, as described in section 1.3.1, is mostly studied and reported in terms of \( AOD \) [Mulcahy et al., 2008; Smirnov et al., 2003] and there have been few studies e.g., Kleefeld et al., [2002] that have reported wind-dependent scattering coefficient dependency. Also, the information on seasonal variation on this dependency is lacking and hence need to be addressed. Other major factors which influence the aerosol light scattering properties are chemical composition and \( RH \), as elaborated in section
1.3.2. In the North-Atlantic marine atmosphere, where air masses of different origin are frequently encountered, aerosol particles have diverse chemical composition. Enhanced biological activity in the ocean near-surface layer during the spring to summer months and higher wind-speeds during the winter months also contribute to diverse chemical composition exhibited by aerosols. Thus it is essential to study the scattering properties of aerosols in such dynamic marine environment.

During the literature review process a set of questions pertaining to marine aerosols were identified and are listed in the following section.
1.4. Questions addressed by the present study

Work done during the course of this PhD addresses the following questions pertaining to aerosols in the marine environment of the North-East Atlantic:

- Is there a seasonal pattern exhibited by aerosol scattering properties in the clean marine environment of the North-East Atlantic? If yes, then what are the driving forces behind the observed patterns?

- Can one quantify wind-driven influences on aerosol light scattering? How does sea-spray and ocean biota affect scattering magnitudes or their dependence on wind-speed in different seasons?

- How does relative humidity affect the light scattering properties of aerosols in clean and polluted marine environments?

- What role does aerosol chemical composition play in response of aerosols to changes in relative humidity? What are the radiative implications of this?

- What are the optical characteristics of ash cloud aerosols?
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2. Summary of Research Papers

The work presented in this thesis consists of five peer-reviewed papers and one paper submitted for publication. In three of the papers I have a lead author role. One paper contains a major contribution from the candidate and two with minor contributions from the candidate.

Paper 1: Lead author
Seasonal variation of the aerosol light scattering coefficient in marine air of the Northeast Atlantic


This paper presents a seasonal analysis of the aerosol light scattering properties, aerosol light scattering coefficient ($\sigma_{scat}$) and Ångström exponent ($\bar{\alpha}$), for clean marine air masses. Analysis presented is based on ten years (2001-2010) of aerosol light scattering measurements carried out using a TSI 3563 Integrating Nephelometer at the Mace Head Atmospheric Research Station. A wind-speed driven seasonal trend in $\sigma_{scat}$ was observed, with $\sigma_{scat}$ values reaching a maximum of $\sim 35$ Mm$^{-1}$ in the month of January and a minimum of $\sim 17$ Mm$^{-1}$ in the month of July. A high positive correlation coefficient of 0.88 was found between wind-speed and $\sigma_{scat}$ while $\bar{\alpha}$ and wind-speed showed a negative correlation coefficient of -0.89. There also exists a high positive correlation between low $\bar{\alpha}$ and high $\sigma_{scat}$ values thus indicating that wind-speed driven sea-spray contributed most to aerosol scattering during the winter season. In the summer season, when wind-speed shows a minimum for the year, non-sea-salt (nss) sulphate and organics are expected to contribute significantly to aerosol scattering. The author was responsible for the light scattering measurements (from 2008-2010), harmonizing ten years of light scattering, light absorption
and meteorological datasets used in this study, its analysis, and the writing of the manuscript.

Paper 2: Lead author

Wind-driven influences on aerosol light scattering in North-East Atlantic air


This study quantified the influence of wind-speed ($U$) on aerosol light scattering using ten years (2001-2010) of aerosol light scattering measurements carried out at the Mace Head Atmospheric Research Station. Both $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{bscat}}$ were found to be dependent on $\sim U^2$ with a high correlation coefficient of $\sim 0.95$. This dependency of $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{bscat}}$ on $U$ holds true for both the winter (low biological activity - LBA) and for the summer (high biological activity - HBA) seasons. Ångström exponent ($\alpha$) values revealed dominance of a super-μm mode in the LBA-period. LBA-period radiative values, $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{bscat}}$, are approximately twice those of the HBA-period. Mie modelling studies, using real size distribution data for the LBA and the HBA periods, suggest that size distribution and refractive index (influenced by chemical composition) are key parameters accounting for 96% of observed differences in $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{bscat}}$. Refractive index on its own accounted for 70% of the difference. The author was responsible for the light scattering measurements (from 2008-2010), harmonizing ten years of light scattering and meteorological datasets used in this study, its scientific analysis, and the writing of the manuscript.
This paper presents the results of aerosol light scattering properties measured during a month-long field campaign (January – February, 2009), at the Mace Head Atmospheric Research Station. A Wet-Nephelometer instrument (from Paul Scherrer Institute – PSI, Switzerland) was deployed to measure relative humidity (RH) dependent aerosol light scattering enhancement ($f(RH)$). Two major air mass types were identified: clean marine and modified (polluted) marine. $f(85\%, 550\text{nm})$ values were 2.22 and 1.77 for clean and polluted air masses, respectively. Clean marine air masses showed a hysteresis behaviour in $f(RH)$ with $f(55\%)$ values 35% higher for the dehydration branch as compared to the hydration branch. Polluted air masses showed no significant hysteresis effects. The measured values of $f(RH)$ agree well with the Mie scattering model using size distribution and hygroscopic growth factor as inputs. Single scattering albedo ($\omega_0$) was high with an average value of 0.99 for clean marine air masses and 0.89 for polluted air masses. $\omega_0$ increased by $\sim 5\%$ for polluted air mass at 85% RH. The backscatter fraction remained between 0.10 and 0.12 for clean and polluted air masses and decreased by $\sim 20\%$ at 85% RH as compared to dry conditions. The author was responsible for all of the light scattering and the light absorption measurements, processing of dry light scattering and light absorption data, scientific analysis, and contributed partially to writing the manuscript.
### Paper 4: Lead author

**Warming or cooling? The flippant effect of organics on sea-spray light-scattering**


This paper describes the effect of marine organics on aerosol hygroscopic and light scattering properties and its impact on the radiative cooling due to sea-spray aerosols. It was found that sea-spray \(f(RH)\) is suppressed by a factor of three when enriched with organic matter. This is due to the hydrophobic nature of primary organic material which suppresses the growth of sea-spray aerosol, and therefore reducing its light scattering ability at higher \(RH\). A new hygroscopic growth-factor (HGF) parameterization for sea-spray was developed and presented as part of this study. This parameterization revealed a dual-hygroscopic state of sea-spray aerosol, flipping from high-hygroscopicity and high-\(f(RH)\) to low-hygroscopicity and low-\(f(RH)\) as the organic matter mixing volume percentage exceeds \(~50\%\). This results in suppression of Top of Atmosphere (TOA) direct radiative forcing (\(\Delta F\)) of sea-spray by \(~4.5\) times compared to pure sea-salt spray. These findings indicate a significant coupling between the marine biosphere and the direct radiative budget through alteration of sea-spray chemical composition. This could potentially lead to accelerated global warming, should biological activity increase with future projected temperature increases. *The author developed the state-of-the-art scattering Humidograph instrument and collected, processed and analysed all related data, performed radiative forcing calculations and contributed to writing part of the manuscript and is lead author.*
These two papers resulted from synergetic measurements, using aerosol physical, optical, and chemical characterization instruments, of the Eyjafjallajökull ash plume and its modeled simulation using the regional climate model (REMOTE). Physicochemical properties of the ash cloud were studied for three major plume events: 20th April, 04th - 05th May, and 17th May, 2010. Ash size distribution was bimodal in nature, with a sub-μm mode diameter varying from 380-390 nm during the low-explosive phase to 180 nm during the high-explosive phase and a super-μm mode diameter at round 2.5 μm. Aerosol light absorption coefficient (σ(abs)) increased by a factor of ~2 and σ(scat) increased by an order of magnitude, as compared to background levels. In one plume event on the 17th May, σ(scat) at 550 nm increased up to 100 Mm⁻¹ which is higher than the σ(scat) value encountered at Mace Head for most of continental outflows.
increased due to increase in the accumulation mode modal diameter to 380-390 nm as compared to background levels (120-150 nm). The author was responsible for all of the light scattering and the light absorption measurements and for their analysis (minor role).
3. Research Papers

3.1. Seasonal Variation of the Aerosol Light Scattering Coefficient in Marine Air of the Northeast Atlantic

http://www.hindawi.com/journals/amet/2011/170490/
3.2. Wind-driven influences on aerosol light scattering in north-east Atlantic air

3.3. Light scattering enhancement factors in the marine boundary layer (Mace Head, Ireland)

3.4.  Warming or Cooling? The flippant effect of Organics on Sea-Spray Light-Scattering
Submitted to Nature Geoscience

Warming or Cooling? The Flippant effect of Organics on Sea-Spray Light-Scattering

Aditya Vaishya1, Jurgita Ovdanavaitė1, Jakub Bialek1, S. Gerard Jennings1, Darius Ceburnis1 & Colin O’Dowd1*

Primary-produced sea-spray aerosol, typically comprising sea-salt, but also enriched with organic matter in biologically-active oceanic regions, impacts the global radiative-budget through contributions to aerosol optical depth (AOD), at times rivaling AOD associated with anthropogenic aerosol pollution plumes. Here we show that sea-spray light-scattering enhancement, f(RH), as a function of relative humidity (RH), which typically increases with organic matter, is suppressed a new hygroscopic (water uptake) growth-factor (HGF) parameterization for sea-spray is presented, revealing a dual-hygroscopic state, flipping from high-hygroscopicity and high-f(RH) to low-hygroscopicity and low-f(RH) as the organic matter mixing volume percentage exceeds ~50%. In terms of organic enrichment, the effect on Top of Atmosphere (TOA) direct radiative forcing (ΔF) is to reduce the cooling contribution of sea-spray by ~4.5 times compared to pure sea-salt spray. For example, at wind speeds of 25 m/s, the radiative impact of pure inorganic sea salt reduces from -9 Wm⁻² to -2 Wm⁻². These results highlight a significant coupling between the marine biosphere and the direct radiative budget through alteration of sea-spray chemical composition, potentially leading to accelerated global warming should biological activity increases with future projected temperature increase.

RH influences the size and chemical composition of atmospheric aerosol particles, resulting in influences on aerosol light scattering properties and aerosol contributions to climate forcing. Similarly so, the size and chemical composition of aerosols influences aerosol water uptake (hygroscopicity) and, ultimately, aerosol scattering properties. The influence of RH on aerosol particle size is quantified in physical terms by the HGF, defined typically as being the ratio of particle diameters under RH equilibrium of 90% and 20% (D(RH=90%)/D(RH=20%), and in optical terms, by the scattering enhancement factor : f(RH) = σa(RH) / σa(RH=20%), where D is the particle diameter and σa is the aerosol light scattering coefficient at a given wavelength.

In the clean marine environment, sea-salt is the main constituent of atmospheric aerosols but organics may also dominate aerosol chemical spectra at the marine air masses advect over biologically rich waters. Organics alter the water affinity of aerosol inorganic particles at sub-saturated RH and can suppress the HGF. It has been demonstrated recently that AOD in clean marine air exhibits a strong power-law dependency on wind speed, pointing to a primary marine sea-spray dominating influence on AOD. AOD can reach 0.4 at λ=500 nm for moderately-high wind speeds of 18 m s⁻¹ – an AOD comparable to, and even higher than, AOD levels associated with most anthropogenic pollution plumes. In addition, the amount of organic matter in marine aerosol can reduce the dry-size scattering coefficient, σa(550nm), a factor of ~2 due to refractive index and dry-particle size-distribution effects.

Given that the marine boundary layer RH varies from typically RH-50% to RH-99% under cloud-free conditions, the HGF response to RH is critically important to the determination of marine aerosol haze layer optical properties. Here we report the impact of primary-organics on HGF and f(RH) in the clean marine environment using field data and present a parameterization for HGF as a function of RH and organic enrichment for use in large scale climate model studies.

Measurements were undertaken in clean North East Atlantic marine air at the Mace Head Atmospheric Research Station (http://www.macehead.org), located in County Galway, Ireland (53° 19′ 36″ N, 9° 54′ 14″ W), offering clean-sector sampling for the wind sector 190°-300°. Meteorological records show that, on average, over 50% of the air masses arriving at the station are from the clean sector. Air was sampled at 10m height from a main air inlet positioned at 80–120 m from the coastline depending on tide height. Clean marine air was selected using stringent criteria of black carbon mass concentrations less than 20 ng m⁻³ and total particle number concentration less than 700 cm⁻³ for particle sizes with D > 10 nm. Isotope analysis has demonstrated that 80% of organic carbon aerosol mass in clean air masses arriving at Mace Head is marine biogenic in origin. HGF properties of aerosol were measured using a Hygroscopic Tandem Differential Mobility Analyzer (H-TDMA) 15. A higher HGF indicates more hygroscopic particles resulting from a higher affinity for water. The Mace Head H-TDMA covered dry-size RH = 20% to humidified RH ~ 90%. HGFs are determined for
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dry size particles of 35, 50, 75, 110 and 165 nm. An inversion algorithm was used to retrieve the HGF Probability Density Function (PDF), corrected for multiple charges and other required associated corrections.

A TSI 3551 Neblerometer was used to measure the RCS, 550 nm wavelength. Aerosol light scattering enhancement measurements were facilitated using an in-house developed Humidograph (RH scanning Neblerometer) instrument. The system consists of a Nafion dryer unit which dries the sample flow to a reference low RH (< 40 %) and is followed by a PM 1.0 inlet head. Ambient aerosols are mostly found in metastable state and hence it is necessary to bring them to a reference dry state so as not to misinterpret their optical properties if they are on the descending branch of the hysteresis curve. A Gore-Tex humidifier then humidifies the sample flow to a desired RH (50 % - 90 %). The functioning of the drying unit, the humidifying unit and other sensors is identical to previously reported systems.

Aerosol chemical composition was measured with the Aerodyne Research Inc. high resolution time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS) which provides real-time size resolved composition analysis of volatile and semi-volatile particulate matter. The combination of size and chemical analysis of sub-μm aerosol mass loading with last time resolution makes the AMS unique and the theory of operation is well established and reported. In summary, the AMS quantifies non-refractory aerosol chemical composition, covering major inorganic compounds such as ammonium, sulphate, nitrate, plus organic species. In addition, recent work has demonstrated that both sea-salt mass and primary marine organic mass can be retrieved from the high resolution AMS.

Table 1: Details of clean marine air masses under investigation in 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>End</th>
<th>Wind Speed (m/s)</th>
<th>Vm (m/s)</th>
<th>Rm(mg/m³)</th>
<th>DC (%)</th>
<th>BC (%)</th>
<th>RD (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>68.09</td>
<td>68.59</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>164.4</td>
<td>180.16</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>223.0</td>
<td>223.25</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rm is n_r(PSI)/n_r(PM10); DC is black carbon mass concentration; WS is wind speed; a is Ångström exponent (450–700 nm).

Three typical marine air mass types (see Table 1 for times and associated aerosol properties), regularly encountered over the North East Atlantic, were characterized for chemical composition, HGF, and f(RH). Type I was characterized of a winter marine aerosol, occurring during periods of low biological activity (LBAs), in which chemical composition was composed of 68% sea-salt, 19% non-sea-salt (nss) sulphate, and 14% organics (see Figure 1). Type II was characterized of a high biological activity (HBAs) period, dominated by sulphate (56%), and with a 31% organic contribution and a 4% sea-salt contribution. The final type, Type III, is dominated by primary organic matter, during the HBAs period, with a 57% contribution to mass, a 23% sulphate contribution, and a 13% sea-salt contribution. The minor aerosol species contributing to the complete non-refractory mass budget are ammonium, nitrate and methane sulphonic acid (MSA), the latter being regarded also as organic mass but given that it has a relatively high solubility, we do not include it in the general water soluble organic mass (WSOM) or water insoluble organic mass (WIOOM) categories.

Figure 1. Hygroscopic Growth Factor (HGF) Probability Density Function (PDF) for three typical NE Atlantic clean marine air masses and associated non-refractory mass fractions.

PDF for the HGF distribution for the three case types is shown in Figure 1. Type I, dominated by sea-salt, has a broad HGF mode centered around 2.1 which is characteristic of a sea-salt dominated aerosol, albeit with a broader mode width than what would be typical of an almost pure sea-salt aerosol. Type II has a more pronounced and narrow HGF-PDF peak centered at approximately 1.65 while Type III exhibits HGF-PDF peaks at 1.35 and 1.5, typical of a low solubility organic aerosol predominance to different degrees.

In terms of f(RH), as RH increased from 40% to 85% (RH of 90% was achieved for Types II & III but not for Type I - hence f(RH) was only analyzed up to 85%), the maximum f(RH) of approximately 2.8 was achieved for the sea-salt dominated Type I aerosol (Figure 2) which is higher than the value (2.22) reported for the marine boundary layer. The deliquescence point for sea-salt is seen at RH ~ 75% while that associated with the sulphate component is seen at RH ~ 80%. Progressing to the predominant sulphate case with organic contributing the second highest mass contribution (Type II), we see the f(RH) is reduced to 1.85 at RH=85%. Elevated f(RH) values at low RH for this case is due to presence of organics (31 % by mass) which is responsible for water uptake by sulphate. Finally, the predominant organic case, Type III, exhibits the least f(RH) of 1.6 at RH=85%. Further, an increase is not seen in f(RH) until RH exceeds 75%, at which f(RH) is still almost non-existent at ~ 1.05 in Type III since compared to 1.45 for Type II, and 2.2 for Type I. Analysis of the AMS O/C ratio reveals that the organic species in Type II is much more oxidized that in Type III, distinguishing the organics in Type II as predominantly secondary and those in Type III as predominantly primary (i.e. associated with sea-spray).

In other words, Type I represents a dominant primary sea-salt aerosol and Type III represents a predominant
primary organic sea-spray aerosol. The effect of the enrichment of primary organics, typically with low solubility\(^1\), is to reduce the $f(RH)$ of sea-spray from 2.2 to 1.05 at RH=75%, and from 2.8 to 1.6 at RH=85%.

![Figure 2. Scattering enhancement factor ($f(RH)$) at 550 nm for marine aerosols Types I-III.](image)

The experimental data point towards a significant reduction in HGF (and $f(RH)$) as a function of RH for increasing organic mass fraction. Given that sea-spray aerosol contributes significantly to marine AOD\(^9\), and that organic enrichment significantly influences hygroscopicity, and, ultimately, aerosol scattering, the development of a HGF parameterization as a function of both WİOM enrichment and RH is essential to elucidate the direct effect of marine aerosols.

![Figure 3. (a) Hygroscopic Growth Factor (HGF) dependence on the marine organic enrichment at different RH; (b) the RH at lower and upper limits of the enrichment - II and I respectively. Presented data is for the descending RH branch in the HGF versus RH hysteresis, thus 50% is an efflorescence point for the enrichment = 0; (c) the enrichment at lower and upper limits of RH - 40% and 90% respectively.](image)

The parameterization developed herein is based on a combination of ambient measurements at Mace Head and laboratory studies of pure sea-salt aerosol particles and those enriched in primary organics. The resulting parameterization results are graphically rendered in Figure 3. The HGF data was sourced from the H-TDMA configured both in fixed RH mode (with limits of 40% and 90%) for 5 sizes, and during sea-spray plumes, in scanning RH mode, from RH of 40% to 90% but for one size (165 nm). Figure 3a consolidates the combined HGF characterization of both laboratory studies into pure laboratory-generated compounds and field-sampled aerosol studies into a best-estimated generic marine aerosol HGF distribution. The dependence of HGF of sea-spray aerosol on the enrichment by primary marine organics over the RH range is presented in Figure 3a where HGF is seen to vary from 2.2 (at 90% RH and 0% enrichment) down to 1 (at RH 40% and 0% enrichment). The HGF variability in the outer lower and higher limits of enrichment, and RH regimes, are presented in Figure 3b and 3c, respectively. When the enrichment is 0%, the particles behave as a pure sea-salt aerosol which experiences efflorescence at ~50% RH, indicating a change in particle phase (from liquid to solid).

![Figure 4. (a) (Solid Lines) Hygroscopic Growth Factor (HGF) dependence on the marine organic enrichment at RH = 90% and associated scattering enhancement for a 500 nm sea-spray particle as a function of real-world atmospheric enrichment of primary organics in sea-spray aerosol. (Dashed Lines) Hygroscopic growth factor (HGF), calculated using the ZSR approach, dependence on the marine organic enrichment at RH=90% and associated scattering enhancement for a 500 nm sea-spray particle as a function of WİOM enrichment in sea-spray aerosol. (b) Exp of Atmospheric (TOA) aerosol forcing (ΔP) at 90% RH as a function of Organic Volume Percentage (OV%) for four different (10, 14, 18 and 25 cm\(^3\)) wind speed dependent 0.1 – 0.5 μm size distributions.](image)

In contrast, particles enriched in organics (enrichment 100%) do not exhibit the efflorescence point and growth factor decreases from 1.35-1.5 at 90% RH to 1.1 at 40%. Since particles enriched in organics do not experience the phase change, the HGF does not drop to the same low values as the pure sea-salt particles do. Likewise, Figure 3c represents the HGF dependence on sea-spray enrichment at lower and higher RH limits. This parameterization (summarized in Supplementary Material), reveals a unique HGF behavior as a function of increasing organic mass fraction at 90% RH – specifically, the HGF remains characteristic of pure sea-salt up to a specific organic enrichment threshold, specifically, ~35% in mass fraction and ~50% in volume, over and above which results in a rapid flip to a barely-HGF value of ~1.25.

At the other extreme of high organic enrichment, HGF slightly increases from 1 to 1.1 when RH is ~40%.
as enrichment increases from 0 to 100%. This behavior is due to the phenomenon mentioned earlier namely, organic particles do not possess an efficiency point, and consequently, their HSF remains larger than 1, even at very low RH. \( \text{f(RH)} = 90\% \) was calculated (details in Suplementary Material), for a 500 nm particle, as a function of organic enrichment with HGF, density and refractive index as inputs. HGF was in the form of the developed primary inorganic-organic sea-spray hygroscopic function. As shown in Figure 4a, \( \text{f(RH)} \) increased with increasing organic volume percentage (OVP) up to a threshold (53%) and thereafter approached and adopted 1.4, for OVP = 100%, which is comparable to Type III \( \text{f(RH)} \). Model calculations of HGF (using the \( \text{f(RH)} \) and \( \text{f(HGF)} \) approach) and \( \text{f(RH)} \), using real inputs of HGF for extreme OVPs (i.e. 0% and 100%), for intermediate OVPs were not compatible with field results.

\( \text{RH} \)-dependent \( \text{TOA} - \Delta \text{F} \) calculations (details in Supplementary Material) were performed for size distributions (0.1 - 0.5 \( \mu \text{m} \)) at different wind speeds (10, 14, 18 and 25 m/s) and at RH = 90% as shown in Figure 4b. For organic enrichment greater than 53%, a notable reduction occurs in the negative radiative forcing, reaching a maximum decrease by \( \approx 4.5 \) times for enrichments of 80% organics.

We have reported, for the first time, the effect of organic matter enrichment in aerosol aerosol and have demonstrated an unusual effect of enrichment on both aerosol hygroscopicity and RH-driven \( \text{f(RH)} \) whereby, once organic volumetric percentage exceeds 53%, the \( \text{f(RH)} \) and HGF values drop from a maximum hydrated value to minimum humidity, or more or less, dry values. Such changes in \( \text{f(RH)} \) are reflected in \( \text{TOA} - \Delta \text{F} \) for organics enriched sea-spray, were \( \Delta \text{F} \) is enhanced by a factor of \( \approx 4.3 \) as compared to pure sea-salt spray. This important new finding strongly points towards an important link between oceanic biological activity, primary organic matter enrichment in sea-spray aerosol, and suppression of marine aerosol AOD, leading to increase global warming rates should marine productivity increases with project global temperature increase.
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Supplementary Material

S1. Hygroscopic growth factor (HGF) parameterization as a function of both organic enrichment and relative humidity (RH):

Sea-salt HGF as a function of RH:
The sea-salt HGF dependence on RH used in this parameterization (Figure S1) was obtained using artificial SIGMA sea-salt dissolved in deionized water. The solution was nebulized with a TSI atomizer (model 3076) and then directed to the H-TDMA. In order to characterise the HGF behaviour with decreasing RH (i.e. to find particle efflorescence rather than particle deliquescence), an additional humidifier and a dryer system was introduced between the first and second DMA in the H-TDMA. As a result, after the size selection with the first DMA, aerosol particles were humidified above the deliquescence point and then dried to the required RH using a Nafion drier (Perma Pure PD-200T). By this procedure, we were able to reproduce the sea-salt efflorescence point. The reducing RH branch is more appropriate for marine ambient conditions (it is very unlikely that sea-spray aerosol could reach the efflorescence point in the marine environment, thus first humidifying particles above deliquescence and only then, drying would mimic the ambient conditions). Figure S1 represents the limiting condition for zero organic mass enrichment.
Figure S1. Sea-salt hygroscopic growth factor (HGF) dependence on RH for the reduction branch in RH hysteresis.
S2. HGF dependence on different enrichments at 90% RH:

The HGF dependence on different enrichments at 90% RH was obtained from the long term concurrent AMS and HTDMA measurements at Mace Head (Figure S2). Figure S2 reveals a unique HGF behavior as a function of increasing organic mass fraction at 90% RH – specifically, the HGF remains characteristic of pure sea-salt up to a specific organic enrichment threshold, specifically, ~0.35 in mass fraction and ~0.5 in volume, over and above which results in a rapid flip to a barely-HGF of ~1.25. This dependency could be expressed with the following relationship:

\[
HGF(x) = \begin{cases} 
2.1, & \text{if } x < 0.35 \\
1.25 + 23.9 \exp(-9.4 \times x), & \text{if } x \geq 0.35 
\end{cases}
\]

Eq. S1

where \( x \) represents the enrichment.

Figure S2. HGF parameterization vs. aerosol enrichment in organics at 90% RH.
S3. **HGF variability with different enrichments at different RH:**

The intermediate values for the different levels of enrichment at different RH were found by running HTDMA in the scanning RH mode for the ambient aerosol measurements. Some examples are presented in Figure S3 and S4. Considering, that ambient aerosol is usually a mixture of sea-spray and secondary sulphate, the HGF filtering for HGF modes typical for sulphate particles at a particular RH was applied. This procedure could have led to filtering out the sea spray particles, which had HGF equivalent to the sulphate HGF (internal mixture of sea-salt and organics). However, it was necessary in order to acquire sea-spray HGF from the external ambient aerosol mixture.

![Graph depicting HGF variability with different RH](image)

**Figure S3.** Low enrichment in organics.
Figure S4. High enrichment in organics.

S4. Overall HGF parameterization:

Combined data of both laboratory and ambient experiments are presented in Table S1. Table S1 represents Figure 3a in the manuscript.

Table S1. HGF dependency on the organic enrichment over a range of RH.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RH (%)</th>
<th>40.00</th>
<th>45.00</th>
<th>50.00</th>
<th>55.00</th>
<th>60.00</th>
<th>65.00</th>
<th>70.00</th>
<th>75.00</th>
<th>80.00</th>
<th>85.00</th>
<th>90.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Org/(Org+SS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
S5. Mie modeling and radiative forcing calculations:

Aerosol light scattering coefficient ($\sigma_{sc}$) and backscattering coefficient ($\sigma_{bsc}$) calculations were performed using standard Mie code\(^1\,^2\). Refractive index of sea-salt\(^3\) = 1.5-i10\(^{-8}\) and for WIOM = 1.48\(^4\) was used as well as density in g cm\(^{-3}\) of sea-salt\(^5\) = 2.1 and WIOM\(^6\) = 1.0. For the multi-component aerosol, the refractive index was calculated using volume weighting of dry refractive indices.

RH dependent Top of Atmosphere (TOA) direct radiative forcing ($\Delta F$) calculations were performed using the formulation by Haywood and Shine\(^7\) as described by Equation S2.

$$\Delta F(RH) = -D S_0 T_{at}^2 (1 - A_c) \omega_0(RH) \beta(RH) \delta(RH) \left( 1 - R_s \right)^2 - \left( \frac{2R_s}{\beta(RH)} \right) \left( \frac{1}{\omega_0(RH)} - 1 \right)$$

Eq. S2

where $D$ is the fraction day length (0.5), $S_0$ is the solar constant (1370 W m\(^{-2}\)), $T_{at}$ is the atmospheric transmission (0.76), $A_c$ is the fractional cloud cover (0.6), $\omega_0$ is RH dependent single scattering albedo, $\beta$ is RH dependent up-scatter fraction, $\delta$ is RH dependent aerosol optical thickness, and $R_s$ is the surface reflectance. $\beta$ was parameterized\(^8\) from the backscatter fraction ($b$). In the present case, since the underlying surface is ocean, $R_s = 0.06$ was used\(^9\). An aerosol absorption coefficient equivalent to 20 ng m\(^{-3}\) of black carbon concentration was used, which is representative of a clean marine environment\(^10\). $\omega_0$, $b$, and $\sigma_{sc}$ were calculated, for SMPS size distribution for particle diameter 0.1 – 0.5 μm at four different wind speeds (10, 14, 18 and 25 ms\(^{-1}\)), using a Mie scattering code\(^1\,^2\). $\delta$ was calculated by integrating $\sigma_{sc}$ from sea level up to a marine boundary layer height of 1000 m, assuming a well mixed column of
aerosol with identical physical, chemical and optical properties. \( \Delta F \) calculations were performed at 90% RH and as a function of WIOM enriched sea-salt using the developed HGF parameterization, presented in section S2.

3.5. The Eyjafjallajökull ash plume Part I: Physical, chemical and optical characteristics

3.6. The Eyjafjallajökull ash plume Part 2: Simulating ash cloud dispersion with REMOTE

4. Conclusions

Aerosol light scattering properties and their dependency on relative humidity, wind speed and chemical composition were studied for aerosols associated with North-East Atlantic marine air masses. Objectives of the present study and findings / conclusions addressing the objectives are presented below.

- Is there a seasonal pattern exhibited by aerosol scattering properties in the clean marine environment of the North-East Atlantic? If yes, then what are the driving forces behind the observed patterns?

Analysis of ten years (2001-2010) of aerosol light scattering data, for clean marine air masses arriving at the Mace Head Atmospheric Research Station, revealed that the aerosol light scattering coefficient ($\sigma_{\text{scat}}$) and the Ångström exponent ($\hat{A}$) exhibit a seasonal pattern. The observed seasonal cycle in $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$, with a maximum of $35.3 \pm 20.0$ Mm$^{-1}$ in January and a minimum of $13.7 \pm 8.4$ Mm$^{-1}$ in July, was mainly driven by the contribution of wind-speed generated sea-spray aerosols particles in the marine boundary layer. This is indicated by a high positive correlation coefficient of 0.88 between $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$ and wind-speed. Also, a near seven fold increase in the percentage occurrence of larger $\hat{A}$ values (>1.2) and a high positive correlation coefficient of 0.82 between percentage occurrence of larger $\hat{A}$ values (>1.2) and percentage occurrence of smaller $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$ values (5-15 Mm$^{-1}$) indicates an important contribution of non-sea-salt (nss) sulphate and sea-spray enriched with organics to $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$ in the summer months.

- Can one quantify wind-driven influences on aerosol light scattering? Does sea-spray and ocean biota affect scattering magnitudes or their dependence on wind-speed in different seasons?
The $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{bscat}}$ dependency on wind-speed ($U$) was quantified using ten years (2001-2010) of aerosol light scattering and meteorological datasets. The $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{bscat}}$ was found to be dependent on $\sim U^2$ for both the winter (Low Biological Activity – LBA) and the summer (High Biological Activity – HBA) seasons, for clean marine North-East Atlantic air masses. A high correlation coefficient ($\sim 0.95$) was found for both $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{bscat}}$. A dominant super-$\mu$m size particle mode was present at all wind speeds during the LBA-period, as indicated by low Ångström exponent ($\alpha$) values. LBA-period radiative values, $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{bscat}}$, are twice or more than that for the HBA-period. This difference, up to 96%, can be explained by a combined effect of size distribution and refractive index. Refractive index difference between LBA-HBA periods, resulting from organic enrichment of sea-spray aerosols during the HBA-period, alone can account for 70% of the observed differences in $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$. $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$ values at $25 \text{ms}^{-1}$ was $\sim 70 \text{Mm}^{-1}$ which is considerably higher than the $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$ values encountered under polluted air masses in the same region.

- How does relative humidity affect the light scattering properties of aerosols in clean and polluted marine environments?

Light scattering enhancement factors ($f(RH, \lambda)$) were determined for two major air mass types, clean marine and modified / polluted marine, arriving at the Mace Head Atmospheric Research Station. Values of $f(85\%, 550\text{nm})$ were 2.22 and 1.77 for clean and polluted air masses, respectively. Higher values of $f(RH, \lambda)$ for the clean marine air masses are due to a relatively large contribution of primary produced sea-spray aerosols, which has higher affinity for water. For the polluted air masses, the $f(RH, \lambda)$ values are suppressed due to the presence of anthropogenic organic species which suppress the water uptake of aerosol particles. Also, clean marine air masses show a distinct hysteresis behaviour: $f(55\%, 550\text{nm})$ values for dehydration, which are on average 35% higher than that for hydration, which is not prominent in polluted air masses. The single scattering albedo ($\omega_0$) increased by $\sim 5\%$, as compared to dry conditions, for polluted air masses. This is due to the addition of water which dilutes the effect of hydrophobic species and hence increases $\omega_0$. The backscatter fraction ($b$)
Conclusions

decreased by about 20%, as compared to dry conditions, for both air masses due to an increase in the aerosol particle size parameter.

- What role does aerosol chemical composition play in the response of aerosols to changes in relative humidity? What are the radiative implications of this?

Using the in-house developed state-of-the-art Wet-Nephelometer instrument (Humidograph), we have reported, for the first time, the effect of organic matter enrichment in sea-spray aerosol on aerosols hygroscopicity and aerosol light scattering properties. The effect of enrichment of primary organics, typically with low solubility, is to reduce the $f(RH)$ of sea-spray aerosol from 2.2 to 1.05 at $RH=75\%$, and from 2.8 to 1.6 at $RH=85\%$. We have also demonstrated an unusual effect of enrichment on both aerosol hygroscopicity and $f(RH)$ whereby, once organic volumetric percentage exceeds 53%, the $f(RH)$ and hygroscopic growth factor ($HGF$) values flip from a maximum hydrated value to minimum hydrated, or more or less dry value. Model studies show that the radiative impact of organic enriched sea-spray is to reduce the Top of Atmosphere (TOA) direct radiative forcing ($\Delta F$) by $\sim 4.5$ times as compared to pure sea-salt spray. This significant finding reveals a strong coupling between marine organics and the direct radiative budget, through alteration of sea-spray chemical composition. This could potentially lead to accelerated global warming rates should biological activity increase with future projected temperature increases.

- What are the optical characteristics of ash cloud aerosols?

The Eyjafjallajökull volcanic ash plume was detected at the Mace Head Atmospheric Research Station during the months of April-May, 2010. Aerosol optical properties, light absorption coefficient ($\sigma_{\text{abs}}$) and light scattering coefficient ($\sigma_{\text{scat}}$), were elevated during the plume events. $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$ increased by a factor of $\sim 2$, while $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$ increased by an order of magnitude, as compared to background levels. The increase in $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$ is due to a shift in the accumulation
mode modal diameter from 120-150 nm (background levels) to 380-390 nm. The increase in $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$ is mainly due to a higher concentration of crustal elements in the ash plume. $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$ values at 550 nm increased up to 100 Mm$^{-1}$ in one of the ash cloud plumes, thus overriding the $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$ values normally encountered at Mace Head for most of the continental outflows.

The results described above contribute significantly towards a better understanding and improved physicochemical characterization of aerosols pertaining to the marine environment. Analysis of ten years of aerosol light scattering data indicates a wind-driven seasonal pattern in $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$ and it also suggests a role of nss sulphate and organics in suppressing aerosol light scattering. Further studies reveal that $\sigma_{\text{scat}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{bscat}}$ are indeed dependent upon $U$ through a power law with dependency of $\sim U^2$ and that, LBA radiative properties are twice that of HBA radiative properties. This difference in LBA-HBA radiative properties is explained, up to 96%, by the combined effect of size distribution and refractive index (or chemical composition) whereas refractive index alone accounts for 70% of the observed differences.

Obtaining of an in-depth understanding of seasonal characteristics of scattering properties of marine aerosols and their wind-driven influences has led to a study and quantification of the effect of $RH$ on aerosol scattering properties. Clean marine air masses depict hysteresis behaviour in $f(RH)$ with a value of $f(55\%)$ for the dehydration branch, which is 35% higher on average than for the hydration branch. Mie scattering modelling with real world size distributions and HGF as input parameters leads to reasonable predictions of $f(RH)$ values. $RH$ suppresses the backscatter fraction ($b$) by $\sim 20\%$ and increases $\omega_0$ on average by 1-5% at 85% as compared to dry conditions. Measurement of scattering properties of aerosols at varying $RH$ using an in-house developed Humidograph system revealed a dual-hygroscopicity state of sea-spray aerosols. The effect of enrichment by marine organics is to suppress the $f(RH)$ by a factor of about three. The dual behaviour, flipping from high hygroscopicity and high $f(RH)$ to low hygroscopicity and low $f(RH)$, of organic enriched sea-spray aerosol impact the $TOA-\Delta F$ values. The effect of organic enrichment on $TOA-\Delta F$ values is to
decrease it, on a negative scale, by a factor of ~4.5 as compared to pure sea-salt spray, thus significantly reducing the cooling effect of sea-salt spray.

Further work is required to better understand intensive aerosol optical properties and their seasonal behaviour in the clean marine environment. A logical approach towards this may be to characterize the air masses in terms of the radiative properties (both intensive and extensive) and to further supplement them with chemical composition and other microphysical information. All of this information can be better utilized as inputs to aerosol radiative modelling along with a developed $HGF$ parameterization of sea-spray aerosol, thus leading to radiative forcing estimates of the $TOA-\Delta F$. This will help in advancing our knowledge base about radiative processes in the atmosphere involving aerosol species and their implications on future climate change.
Appendix

A.1. Introduction

Light scattering techniques are useful tools for studying the hygroscopic and deliquescent properties of aerosol. Aerosol light scattering coefficient ($\sigma_{\text{scat}}$) and backscattering coefficient ($\sigma_{\text{bscat}}$) can be measured continuously using any commercially available Integrating Nephelometer for e.g. TSI Inc., Model – 3551 (IN-3551) and 3563 (IN-3563), Ecotech Aurora 3000 etc. Due to its closed chamber design, high sensitivity, relatively simple calibration technique, and easily replaceable components it is suitable for long term air quality monitoring [Anderson et al., 1996; Bodhaine et al., 1991; Müller et al., 2011]. A detailed review of design philosophy and possible applications of the Integrating Nephelometer is presented by Heintzenberg and Charlson [1996]. Figure A.1 shows the schematic of Nephelometer geometry which is used for calculating the aerosol scattering properties.

Figure A.1. Schematic of Nephelometer geometry (Redrawn from Anderson et al., 1996).
A set of closure experiments to study the performance characteristics of IN-3563 has been reported by Anderson et al. [1996]. For optimal performance of the IN-3563, Anderson and Ogren [1998] have suggested a calibration approach using air and CO₂ as preferred calibration gases and also periodically removing the coarse mode particles from the sample to enable independent study of accumulation and coarse mode contributions to light scattering.

Out of many possible applications of the Integrating Nephelometer as described by Heintzenberg & Charlson [1996], and Anderson et al. [1996], the knowledge of \( f(RH) \) (scattering enhancement factor) has particular importance in radiative transfer and climate related studies [Quinn et al., 1996; Ramaswamy et al., 2001; Schwartz, 1996].

### A.2. Nephelometer non-idealities

The IN-3563 Integrating Nephelometer measures aerosol scattering properties based on following assumptions:

i. Nephelometer senses scattering from 0° to 180°.

ii. Volume elements act as a point source of scattered light.

iii. Sensing volume is illuminated by a point source of isotropic light.

iv. Nephelometer responds to monochromatic radiation at exact nominal wavelength.

All of the above mentioned assumptions are for an ideal Nephelometer. In practice, though, these assumptions are not followed by the model IN-3563 and hence result in systematic uncertainties in the measurement of aerosol scattering properties. Uncertainties are estimated to be less than 10 % for accumulation mode particle sizes (volume mean diameters, \( d \) between 0.2 μm and 0.4 μm) and between 20-50 % for coarse mode particles (\( d \) >1 μm) [Anderson et al., 1996]. The effect of angular truncation in sensing the total scattering signal is minimal for sub-micrometer aerosol particles (\( d \) <1 μm) [Quirantes et al., 2008]. The sampling system or aerosol transport system may introduce discrepancies
between modeled and measured $\sigma_{\text{scat}}^2$ values [Kleefeld et al., 2002], in addition to discrepancies introduced due to Nephelometer non-idealities.

Uncertainties originated from above mentioned non-idealities of the Nephelometer can be minimized by applying the correction factors obtained using the wavelength dependency of scattering [Bond et al., 2009]. Corrections factors can vary depending on the size distribution and refractive index of the aerosol particles [Quirantes et al., 2008].

A temperature gradient inside the Nephelometer measurement chamber (Figure A.2) due to heating by the lamp is source for another major uncertainty in the accurate measurement of aerosol scattering coefficient, because, it affects the physical and hence scattering properties of the aerosols. This source of uncertainty can be much larger than the systematic uncertainty introduced by the non-ideal light sensing geometry of the Nephelometer [Müller et al., 2009].

![Figure A.2. Temperature gradient inside the Nephelometer measurement chamber.](image)

During a field campaign (from 16th January, 2009 to 16th February, 2009) at the Mace Head Atmospheric Research Station, it was found that on an average a temperature difference ($\Delta T$), measured using the temperature sensors at the inlet and in the measurement chamber, of 6.0 °C between the inlet and the measurement chamber of IN-3563 reduced the RH of the sample air by 10.4% RH units (Figure A.3). In extreme cases, $\Delta T$ was found to be 7.4 °C and $\Delta RH$ 28.97 %, with the maximum $\Delta T$ not necessarily related to maximum $\Delta RH$. Following the design modifications suggested by Heintzenberg and Erfurt, [2000], a set of alterations in the existing IN-3561 is made and is detailed in the next section.
A.3. Development of the Humidograph system

It is necessary to measure $f(RH)$ values along with other vital aerosol optical properties and meteorological parameters in order to study the hygroscopic behaviour of aerosols for different air-masses and seasons. For such purpose, design of a Humidograph system has been conceived and a block diagram for the same is shown in Figure A.4. The main components of the Humidograph system are: Nafion dryer, Gore-Tex humidifier, and the HORST temperature regulator. Figure A.5 shows in detail the Humidograph components along with other accessories. Ambient air is drawn in the system through the community sampling tube (main duct) at a rate of 33.3 LPM (litres per minute). Ambient aerosols are mostly found in a metastable state [Rood et al., 1989] and hence it is necessary to bring them to a reference dry state before measuring their optical properties. Drying is required to avoid misinterpreting the optical properties of hygroscopic aerosols if they are on the descending branch of the hysteresis curve. The principal mechanism in the drying unit is based on the characteristic of the Nafion tube used which allows water vapour to permeate through the wall of the tube if there is a difference of vapour pressure across the
A Nafion dryer (Perma Pure FC-150-480-7PP) is used to dry the sample flow to a reference dry state ($RH < 40\%$) at a flow rate of $33.34\, LPM$. Rotronic Hygroclip (HC2-S) $RH$ and $T$ sensors are used to monitor the $RH$ and $T$ of the sample flow before and after the dryer unit. Silica gel desiccator is used to obtain a dry sheath air flow which in turn dries the main flow through the Nafion tube.

Figure A.4. The Humidograph system.

The dry flow is split into two channels both with a flow rate of $16.66\, LPM$. One channel is fed to a TSI three wavelength Integrating Nephelometer (IN-3563) with a PM 10 inlet. Another channel is fed to a Gore-Tex humidifier surrounded by a water jacket for varying the $RH$ in a controlled way. The thick walls of the Gore-Tex tube have the property to permeate water vapour through them from the high vapour pressure side to the low vapour pressure side. $RH$ and $T$ sensors across the humidifier monitor the performance of the Humidifier unit and control the degree of humidification through a feed-back loop which regulates the temperature of the heating tape, wrapped around the water jacket, using a HORST temperature regulator.

The humid flow then enters a TSI single wavelength Integrating Nephelometer (IN-3551). Mass flow controllers (MFC) at the end of the Humidograph control the flow rate throughout the system.
Figure A.5. Detailed diagram of the Humidograph system.
Figure A.6 outlines the modifications made (in red) to IN-3551 in order to reduce the temperature inside the Nephelometer measurement chamber. D denotes the dew-point chilled mirror sensor that is used to accurately measure the constantly changing RH.

![Figure A.6. Schematic of the modifications done to the Nephelometer.](image)

### A.3.1. IR filter test

![Figure A.7. Mounting the IR filter and cooling fan on the Nephelometer body.](image)

Tests have been conducted to check the efficiency of the IR cut-off filter to effectively screen the heat radiation from reaching the Nephelometer measurement chamber. It was found that by placing the IR filter in between the
lamp and lens (Figure A.7), $\Delta T$ between the inlet and chamber was reduced by approximately $1.1^\circ C$. Figure A.8 shows $\Delta T$ between the inlet and chamber of the Nephelometer with the IR filter in place and after removing it. $\Delta T$ can be further reduced by placing an additional fan to cool the IR cut-off filter (Figure A.7), as the filter gets hot due to continuous heat radiation from the lamp and hence may contribute to $\Delta T$ due to conduction of heat to the Nephelometer body.

Figure A.8. Effect of an IR cut filter on the temperature difference between inlet and chamber.

**A.3.2. Mass Flow Controller (MFC) test**

A mass flow controller (MFC) is used in order to maintain a steady sample flow through the Humidograph system. We programmed the MFC to shut down automatically in the event of pump failure. This will prevent the MFC from overheating and thus will ensure that the control valves of the MFC are not damaged. As shown in Figure A.9, the dashed blue line shows the set point sample flow rate and the red solid line shows the corresponding actual flow through the MFC. The MFC flow rate closely follows the set point flow rate, with an accuracy of $\pm 0.05 \text{ LPM}$, and falls to zero the moment the set point flow rate is changed to zero (indicating failure of the pump).
A.3.3. Dryer test

A Nafion tube dryer is used to dry the sample flow to a defined low RH (< 45 %). The ratio between sheath flow to sample flow is kept at 1:4. Sheath flow is provided using a desiccant dryer which in turn is kept dry using a feedback loop from the dry sample flow. Figure A.10 shows the variation of the ambient, sheath and after dryer RH. Though the ambient RH is 90-95 %, the Nafion dryer is able to effectively dry the sample flow to < 30 % RH.
A.3.4. Humidifier test

A Gore-Tex tube humidifier has been built to humidify the sample flow to a desired \( RH \) level. For controlled humidification of the flow, a HORST temperature regulator is used. The heating tape heats up the water jacket surrounding the tube. Water vapour thus permeates through the wall of the Gore-Tex tube towards the lower vapour side, thus humidifying the sample flow. The temperature of the heating tape is thus directly related to the amount of humidification of the sample flow. Figure A.11 shows the percentage humidification as a function of temperature of the heating tape. Other factors which affect the rate of humidification are the sample flow rate and the ambient temperature. The sample flow rate is kept constant for this experiment at 16.6 \( LPM \). The effect of ambient temperature was minimized by insulating the humidifier.

![Figure A.11. Performance of the Humidifier.](image-url)
A.3.5. Hygroclip performance test

A calibration setup was prepared for cross checking the performance of Hygroclip $T$ and $RH$ sensors using a Vaisala humidity meter calibrator HMK 11. Saturated salt solutions of $NaCl$ and $LiCl$ were prepared using standard procedures. A saturated solution of $NaCl$ salt has a $RH$ of 75.3% while that of $LiCl$ salt has a $RH$ of 11.3%, at 25.0 °C. Test results are shown in Figure A.12. Two Hygroclip $T$ and $RH$ sensors were tested for both salt solutions. Horizontal lines running parallel to the Julian day-axis show the standard $RH$ values for the salt solutions at 25.0 °C. Both the sensors appear to deviate from the standard values by between 0.2% to 0.5% $RH$ but are well within the standard accuracy of the sensors which is ± 0.8% $RH$.

![Figure A.12. Hygroclip performance test.](image)

A.4. Software module for the Humidograph system

An efficient and well structured computer program (software) is required to enable synchronization between different instruments within the humidograph system. The program should also have the capability to operate and control the system as well as organize the data. One can classify the main functioning of the humidograph program in three broad categories, as shown in Figure A.13.
i. Setup of the humidograph: This includes defining the port address and parameters, Nephelometer measurement settings, flow rate, sampling and averaging time, location and initials of the file generated.

ii. Monitor & Control of the hardware: A major task for the program is to control RH and flow throughout the system, control the degree of humidification, and also to monitor the performance of different hardware units. Precipitation of water can damage the RH and T sensors and the measurement chamber of the Nephelometer. The program will cease the operation of humidification system in the event of RH overshoot.

iii. Real-time display: This section of program will display the real-time values of different parameters measured by humidity and temperature sensors, photo-multiplier tube, dew-point sensor, and also processed parameters from the Nephelometer.

![Flow diagram showing major sections of the Humidograph software.](image)

Figure A.13. Flow diagram showing major sections of the Humidograph software.

Software has been developed in LabVIEW, mainly to coordinate the functioning of different instruments used in the humidograph system. In addition to the above mentioned tasks, the software also takes care of the following:
i. Regulates the RH of the main flow through the humidifier.
ii. Shuts down the system in case of an RH overshoot which can damage the instruments.
iii. Prevents the Mass flow controllers, from excessive heating in the event of zero flow or pump failure, by switching them off.
iv. Data logging from different instruments into a single data file on a daily basis.

![Diagram of RH control system](image)

**Figure A.14.** Coordination between software and hardware units to control the RH of the sample flow.

One of the main tasks of the developed software is to effectively control the RH of the sample flow by sending appropriate commands to the hardware unit (HORST temperature regulator). Once we define the set-point RH, and measure the inlet and chamber RH, as shown in Figure A.14, the software unit will compute the step size (Figure A.15), using a proportional–integral–derivative (PID) function, to increase the temperature of the heating tape.
Figure A.15. Determining the step size to increase the temperature of the water jacket.

A tree-chart of the developed humidograph software is shown in Figure A.16. On the far left (1st column) is the ‘WET NEPH’ control which is the coordinator and the main program. The 2nd column consists of supporting programs which deal with a particular instrument or a specific feature of the instrument e.g. graph, Julian day etc. The rest of the columns contain graphical codes supporting certain features of individual instruments. Screenshots of the developed software are shown in Figures 5.17 – 5.19. The developed software makes it easier for a user to monitor the functioning of the instrument in near-real time on a remote desktop.
Figure A.16. Tree-chart of the developed Humidograph software.

A separate control tab is used to accommodate and display the Nephelometer parameters, as shown in Figure A.17. Apart from Nephelometer
status and data display, a separate graphical representation of the zero measurement is shown. This is for real time monitoring of the background noise level of the Nephelometer. Monitoring the background noise level is particularly important because it directly tells about the health of the instrument and indicates a requirement of servicing or calibration of the Nephelometer. The real time display of $RH$, $T$ and dew point at different locations within the instrument is shown in Figure A.18.

![Software module screenshot 1](image)

**Figure A.17.** Software module screenshot 1.

A separate section has been dedicated for the real time display of errors related to the instrument or data or other vital parameters as shown on the left hand side in Figure A.18. The first column in the Figure shows any error related to the functioning of the Nephelometer, while the second and third columns indicate the status of $RH$, as above or below threshold value, at different positions within the system. A control panel has been provided to operate and control individual instrument with the existing LabVIEW program without the need for running all the instruments together. This is particularly helpful during the testing phase when one needs to operate and monitor the performance of individual instruments. Also, this is helpful in the event if one or more instruments have to be switched off while the complete system is running.
Auxiliary parameters are grouped into a separate tab as shown in Figure A.19. This consists of the file names and directory, MFC flows, port settings etc.

Figure A.20 shows the variation of RH at different locations within the Humidograph instrument. It also shows the performance of the dryer in effectively drying the sample flow and the performance of the humidifier and temperature controller units in maintaining and scanning the RH of the sample flow according to a set point RH.
A.5. Laboratory results with standard salts

Tests have been conducted to ascertain the performance of the Humidograph system. Two salts (NaCl and (NH₄)₂SO₄) were tested for their deliquescence relative humidity (DRH). At deliquescence RH (DRH), the particle size and hence its scattering efficiency increases abruptly. A TSI model 3076 atomizer is used to atomize polydisperse aerosol particles. Size segregated aerosols were obtained by using a TSI model 3071 electrostatic classifier. The deliquescence RH of NaCl and (NH₄)₂SO₄ are 75.3 % and 79.5 % RH, respectively [Tang and Munkelwitz, 1993].

Initially the DRH of the NaCl was measured to be 61.6 % and that of (NH₄)₂SO₄ to be 71.8 %. These values are significantly below the DRH values mentioned above. This discrepancy was due to the following two reasons: i) the IR filter was not mounted on the Nephelometer during the experiment and hence the RH inside the Nephelometer measurement chamber dropped due to a warm atmosphere inside and ii) the most humid location where the deliquescence
occurs is downstream of the Humidifier. At this location the flow cools down and the RH of the flow is stable. Hence we colour coded the existing $f(RH)$ values with the RH after the humidifier. The results are shown in Figure A.21 for NaCl and in Figure A.22 for $(NH_4)_2SO_4$, respectively. Actual deliquescence occurred at 75.8 % RH for NaCl and at 80.1 % RH for $(NH_4)_2SO_4$. These values closely follow the previously reported DRH values of 75.37 % for NaCl and 79.5 % for $(NH_4)_2SO_4$ by Tang and Munkelwitz [1993].

Figure A.21. Humidogram for 400nm NaCl test particles.
Figure A.22. Humidogram for 400nm \((\text{NH}_4)_2\text{SO}_4\) test particles.
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